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This is to informed all students who want to

Semester-I that the admission will be 

the courses will be allotted to students strictly as per merit and number of seats 

allotted to our college as per higher education department

will remain provisional and will be confirmed only after 

of Jammu. Error if any in the admission process or merit list will be communicated 

to concerned students if detected after admission process. If any type of forgery or 

fraud detected in the documents after admission

the concerned student as per statue of university and admission will be canceled
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NOTICE 

 
nformed all students who want to seek admission in UG Course 

e admission will be done under New Education policy

the courses will be allotted to students strictly as per merit and number of seats 

per higher education department. The admission of students 

will remain provisional and will be confirmed only after sending of RR to university 

. Error if any in the admission process or merit list will be communicated 

if detected after admission process. If any type of forgery or 

fraud detected in the documents after admission, strict action will be taken against 

the concerned student as per statue of university and admission will be canceled
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Dated:9/8/2022 

seek admission in UG Course 

New Education policy 2020 and 

the courses will be allotted to students strictly as per merit and number of seats 

. The admission of students 

sending of RR to university 

. Error if any in the admission process or merit list will be communicated 

if detected after admission process. If any type of forgery or 

strict action will be taken against 

the concerned student as per statue of university and admission will be canceled. 

   Sd/ 
  Principal 
 GDC Akhnoor 


